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Hybrid cloud is ready for mainstream adoption
Hybrid cloud adoption is accelerating within the financial
services industry. Just recently IBM led a financial services
focus group meeting with 20 banks and insurance companies.
All of them indicated that they will be accelerating adoption of
cloud technology over the next 12 to 18 months.
As banks and insurance companies jostle to gain competitive
advantage and reduce costs, they are turning to a mix of onpremises private cloud and third-party public cloud services.
They are embracing hybrid cloud and its many advantages,
recognizing the potential for increased agility, faster innovation
and faster time to market for new products and services
by facilitating DevOps development. Most notably, they are
seeing the benefits of shifting production workloads and
secure applications to public clouds. The fact is, hybrid cloud
has become one of the most influential technology forces
transforming the financial services industry and it is set
become the prevailing infrastructure model.
Despite this shift, cloud security and data privacy continue
to be major concerns. Few organizations have a solid
understanding of how to secure hybrid cloud. Most companies
employ an array of cloud services from an array of providers,
each with its own set of security controls, frameworks and
products that increase the possibility of vendor lock-in. Thus
are the inherent risks and complexity of the hybrid cloud model.

But what can be especially challenging for financial services is
the complex regulatory landscape. Compliance with a myriad
of cloud security and data privacy rules and standards can be
increasingly difficult and often uncertain—so much so that it
can potentially lead companies to avoid hybrid cloud and miss
out on new business opportunities.
Even more compelling, once hybrid cloud is adopted, it requires
a rigorous and consistent monitoring capability to ensure that
the constantly changing regulatory and compliance mandates
are being met. Hybrid cloud is awakening organizations to
the idea that security controls need to be a core capability for
managing all off-premises applications, not just hybrid cloud.
There is increasing consensus that a new set of controls is
needed to effectively manage and secure hybrid cloud as well
as all off-premises applications.
The good news is that these evolving standards and
complexities have actually worked in the industry’s favor. They
have resulted in the development of industry-regulated security
frameworks and standards that are helping financial firms
properly secure their hybrid clouds. This white paper explores
some of those solutions, the state of hybrid cloud security and
why IBM believes financial services firms can confidently move
forward with hybrid cloud.

The threat is all too real
Financial firms’ security concerns
are well-founded. IBM® X-Force®
Research reported that in 2016
financial services was attacked
more than any other industry:
• 65% more attacks than other
industries
• 29% increase in attacks
over 2015
• 200 million compromised
records—up 937% over 20151
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Cloud services are plentiful and secure
In recent years, financial services organizations started
gravitating to public cloud services for non-core business
processes like HR and CRM, primarily to take advantage of
the cost benefits. As the comfort level with public cloud’s asa-service, utility-based model grew, so did the willingness
to move core business functions like customer billing and
payments. Today firms are enthusiastically using public
and private cloud to manage and monetize big data using
sophisticated analytics. They are embarking on cloud
transformations not only to introduce new services, expand
sales and support first-to-market business strategies, but also
to beat back market advances from FinTech startups.
As IT applications and infrastructure move to public cloud,
the chances of a security breach can increase exponentially.
But the problem isn’t the cloud service. Gartner affirmed that
public cloud services offered by leading providers are secure
and identified the real problem as the way in which those
services are used.2 The challenge, then, is figuring out how to
deploy and use public cloud services in a secure manner.

The shift from IBM’s vantage point
In 2015 financial services clients in banking, capital
markets and insurance began to implement public cloud
for nonproduction workloads, like DevOps and testing.
Much of this adoption was driven by the shift from
capital expense (CapEx) to operational expense (OpEx)
budgets and an overall readiness to leverage everythingas-a-service, common use cases for public cloud.
Today these clients are designing cloud-agnostic
workloads that can run on any cloud. They are using
public cloud as the primary platform to develop new
services and applications. As they focus on strategic
issues such as data center consolidation, application
modernization and service innovation, their adoption of
public cloud is sure to increase. This fairly rapid change
in perception is evidence of the growing acceptance of
public cloud as a next-generation platform.

69

%

of financial services
CEOs are somewhat or
extremely concerned
about cyberthreats3
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Guiding principles for mass hybrid cloud adoption
IBM believes hybrid cloud is
inevitable for financial services.
Firms that expect to lead the
charge and implement a safe,
secure and compliant hybrid
cloud environment ahead of
competitors need to adhere to
five fundamental principles. They
are essential for mass adoption
across the enterprise.

• Keep the regulators happy. Don’t let regulatory concerns
stand in the way of cloud deployment. Instead, use them as
drivers for technology change and enhancement. Leverage
automation and analytics to address evolving mandates and
help satisfy regulators. When regulators know that everything
is in order and new security requests can be handled
promptly, scrutiny may be less intense.
• Make sure internal risk and compliance is on board.
Hybrid cloud security should not be handled in a vacuum.
Engaging the internal risk and compliance group early on
can help address potential risks and avoid the exposure
of infrastructure or data. Because cloud necessitates that
organizations relinquish complete control of data, it is crucial
that they fully understand how data will be handled in the
cloud environment.
• Deploy security that is cloud-agnostic. Instead of relying
on point products, security has to work equally well across
the multitude of cloud services used by the business. Cloudagnostic security can help ensure that it does by delivering
uniform, integrated security management across the hybrid
cloud environment.

• Avoid lock-in to any public cloud provider. Agility is a
major reason organizations move to public cloud. When
vendors use proprietary technologies, agility gains are
diminished. Companies can become locked in, without the
flexibility to migrate workloads between clouds or integrate
new multivendor services and technologies. For this reason,
it’s important to choose cloud services designed for
interoperability and porting across multivendor platforms and
infrastructures.
• Verify that cloud security can be fully monitored. Visibility
and control across the entire hybrid cloud environment are
key. Security monitoring should encompass the full spectrum
of cloud platforms, so cloud applications or services are
tracked no matter where they are running. It should also
utilize advanced analytics to help identify and mitigate risk
behaviors, policy violations and potential breaches.
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Ten essential security elements for hybrid cloud
The internet connectivity
central to hybrid cloud creates
new vulnerabilities that can
make firms’ sensitive content
and data easier targets. IBM
has identified ten essential
elements to help organizations
address increased security and
compliance expectations from
regulators, customers and other
stakeholders. With regulatory
concerns a prime inhibitor for
hybrid cloud adoption in financial
services, the top three elements
are particularly pertinent for the
industry. The way in which firms
address them is key, and specific
solutions for doing just that are
discussed later in this paper.

1
2

3

Regulatory and compliance alignment

With compliance requirements still a valid justification
for not migrating to public cloud, finding (and combining)
solutions that can help addaress those increasing
obligations as well as regulatory and legal oversight is
vital. Having a way to accomplish that can not only enable
firms to effectively manage compliance risk, it can help
them elevate compliance as a valued business asset.

accelerate the discovery of regulatory changes and can
deliver actionable insights for remediation. They can
help reduce the compliance burden while creating a
continuous state of preparedness and resilience.

4

Standard security frameworks, detection
capabilities and response controls

A security framework establishes fundamental standards,
controls and governance for the organization in alignment
with business strategies and goals. Having consensus
throughout the organization on security protocols
for implementing and using cloud helps enable safe
collaboration across the enterprise while reducing the risk
of non-compliance and regulatory sanctions.

Rigorous monitoring of regulatory changes

With new mandates continuously in the works for cyber
security and data protection, financial firms need a
mechanism for proactively tracking these changes.
Robust predictive analytics, such as those used by a
controls database, are designed to help simplify and

5

Data protection and encryption

Databases, workloads and content must be protected
from internal and external threats aimed at stealing critical
data. Encryption helps offset concerns associated with
relinquishing data control in the cloud because it limits
the chance of a breach. Strong data protection should
include file and folder encryption, encryption key lifecycle
management, data loss prevention, vulnerability scanning,
and discovery and monitoring for personal identity
information.

Application security

Securing the organization’s cloud-based applications
requires eliminating vulnerabilities before applications
are placed into production. It enables secure application
development and ongoing vulnerability assessment and
management. Vulnerability analysis runs numerous test
scenarios against applications to determine their threat
risks. Good application security helps reduce the number
of false positives and helps generate more accurate
findings.
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Visibility and intelligence

Financial institutions collect massive volumes of security
data, but much of it is unstructured, making it all but
invisible to traditional security watch systems. Cloudbased cognitive computing changes that, increasing
visibility by enabling all kinds of captured log and event
data to be analyzed and interpreted. It helps build
security intelligence using sophisticated analytics to
identify risky behaviors, potential breaches and policy
violations and using machine-based reasoning and
learning to continuously improve the speed and precision
of threat detection and response. Cloud monitoring,
alerting and event correlation are integral capabilities as
is the integration of cloud and non-cloud platforms for
centralized visibility of security from a single console.

Access management

People, applications and devices must be able to connect
to the cloud securely. Access management capabilities
authenticate and manage identities and user privileges so
only authorized users can enter the cloud infrastructure.

Multi-factor authentication and enhanced security profiles
improve the user experience by simplifying access to
privileged resources and activities. Identity federation with
single sign-on is also valuable, especially for acquisitions
and mergers, because it allows for secure propagation of
identities and trusted roaming across new domains.

8

Workload-centric capabilities

Since workloads can move between clouds, they need
to carry their security with them. With workload-centric
security, controls are built in and stay with each workload
wherever it runs. Firewalls and load balancers are
dynamically reconfigured to meet changing workload
demands. Services are delivered to users at the right
time and in the right location, according to established
business policies and rules.

Finding a way to address
increasing regulatory
obligations can not
only help effectively
manage compliance
risk, it can help elevate
compliance as a valued
business asset.

Workload-centric security can benefit DevOps as well,
enabling security controls to be more easily integrated
into new applications. Every time a new workload is
provisioned, security controls are already there.
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Network security

Managed network security services help simplify network
security by reducing the complexity that can come from
managing different operating systems, network asset
failures and remote access queries. These services,
which typically include intrusion detection and prevention
systems, protect networks from attacks with around-theclock monitoring, threat analysis and incident escalation.
They speed resolution of network security issues
that could impede performance, uptime and stability.
Software-defined network technologies and automation
are increasingly being used with hybrid cloud to centralize
security monitoring, management and inter-workload
protection.

10

Cloud-agnostic managed security services

		In a hybrid cloud environment with public and private
clouds and traditional IT, managed security services
have to be interoperable and work for all of them.
Interoperability helps improve operational security
and speed incident resolution while decreasing the
costs associated with securing non-integrated legacy
systems. It is critical that interoperability be effectively
managed by policy-driven governance and leverage
end-to-end monitoring.

Ten essential security
elements for hybrid cloud
Regulatory and compliance
alignment
Standard security frameworks,
detection capabilities and
response controls
Rigorous monitoring of
regulatory changes
Data protection and encryption
Application security
Visibility and intelligence
Access management
Workload-centric capabilities
Network security
Cloud-agnostic managed
security services
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The complexity of hybrid cloud security…

65

%

of financial services
firms have adopted
cloud-based security4

Although concerns about public cloud security are dissipating,
organizations are still faced with the increasing complexity
of securing their data and applications in a hybrid cloud
environment. Moving critical data to a public cloud and
operating a hybrid cloud increases the risks and responsibilities
for the security team.
Existing security controls for identity management,
authentication and encryption need to work in both private
and public clouds. Moreover, since there are currently no
industry-standard frameworks and controls for public cloud, inhouse security teams have to work with a diverse set of tools,
technologies and controls across different cloud infrastructures
and platforms sourced from a variety of providers. Because
these tools are not integrated, security management can
be slow and static. For many organizations, it is largely a
manual process that can leave them incapable of handling the
expanding volume and severity of threats.

The multitude of tools also creates new concerns about vendor
lock-in. With different controls and frameworks used by each
public cloud provider, it can be more difficult to transition to
other vendors and to fully leverage the benefits of hybrid cloud.
Having to work with a complicated and disparate toolset is
inherently contradictory to the concept of hybrid and elastic
computing where “the workload becomes the guide.”
Hybrid cloud pushes the limits of traditional security knowledge
and abilities, and it highlights the shortage of appropriate
skills. One study found 49 percent of businesses slowing
cloud deployment due to the cyber security skills gap.5 These
insufficiencies reinforce concerns about cloud and the notion
that cloud security is too complex and costly to undertake.
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…compounded by massive regulatory scrutiny
Maintaining compliance can be difficult in a hybrid cloud
environment because of the sheer volume of regulations and
the overwhelming volume of changes announced annually.
Regulatory and compliance requirements must be addressed
quickly, and the challenge can be exacerbated by regulatory
disparities and regional differences. Further, the lack of uniform,
end-to-end monitoring for all of these requirements and related
controls contributes to the complexity for security teams.
Even with these issues, regulators still expect the same level
of control in hybrid cloud as in a traditional IT environment.
Organizations have to ensure that cloud services and providers
they choose as well as interactions between clouds are
compliant. Cloud-based applications and the data moving
between clouds must be protected. Sensitive data should not
be relocated from a secure, compliant database on a private
cloud to a less secure storage system on a public cloud.

Regulations and standards such as those imposed by the
Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC),
Federal Reserve Bank of New York (NY FED) and National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) govern migration
to and operation in the cloud. The time and cost of managing
this regulatory environment can be staggering.
Before deploying cloud services, firms must comply with strict
regulatory requirements for:

20,000
new regulatory
requirements were
created in 2016 alone6

•		Location of data within all relevant legal jurisdictions
•		Identity and access management
•		Auditability
•		Availability
•		Data classification and encryption management
•		Security incident management
•		Business continuity
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Financial services firms have to maintain and enforce
compliance assurance through audits, specific contract
clauses and service level agreements with providers. IBM
believes that navigating these regulatory and compliance

challenges is essential for or preserving customer trust and
brand reputation and for avoiding penalties in the event of a
breach. With so much at stake, it’s no wonder that regulatory
compliance continues to be a chief inhibitor to cloud adoption.

Financial Services
Sector

Regulatory controls

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FFIEC Cybersecurity Assessment Tool
CBEST
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
Bank of England Prudential Regulation Authority
European Banking Authority
European Central Bank
The Association of Banks in Singapore

10

%

of major banks’
operational budgets are
spent on regulatory
compliance management7

Figure 1. Financial services organizations are under intense pressure to comply with industry and government regulations for
cloud security.
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The need for an effective security framework
Any move to the cloud requires a security framework to
establish and maintain the standards, policies and controls
that help protect the organization from cyberthreats and
simplify regulatory compliance. The framework is a blueprint
for building a comprehensive security program for managing
risk and reducing vulnerabilities. It helps organizations define
and prioritize the tasks needed to protect hybrid cloud in
accordance with increasingly complex regulations.
Without a framework, firms can fall out of regulatory alignment
not only in terms of cloud security, but also availability, data
storage, governance, transparency and visibility. The lack of
an effective security framework goes a long way to explaining
why financial firms are so uneasy about hybrid cloud. They
are unable to answer evolving compliance requirements
expediently and are worried about the associated risks. They
are uncertain about their ability to build and operate a safe,
compliant hybrid cloud.
Financial firms that have adopted security frameworks from
standards organizations like Information Systems Audit
and Control Association (ISACA), International Standards
Organization (ISO) or NIST may find they are a poor fit with the
firm’s existing governance frameworks for risk management.

This can fuel strategic conflicts and corporate confusion.
What’s more, these frameworks may be insufficient for the
heavily regulated financial industry. They can lack the controls
and automation needed for streamlining regulatory compliance
internally, for rapidly sorting and integrating new cyber security
and data protection rules as they are handed down.

So what makes an effective security framework?

IBM believes there are five foundational components at work
in a good security framework for hybrid cloud. Together they
can help organizations build a safe and compliant cloud
environment:
• Strategy. The organization’s overall strategic approach for
assessing and managing risk in accordance with its risk
appetite. The strategy needs to align with the organization’s
business goals, culture and operation. It should include the
budget, roadmap and implementation plan for cloud security
in the context of the larger IT infrastructure.
• Governance. The formal definition of organizational roles
and responsibilities for risk management and compliance.
Governance establishes the organization’s policy framework
and risk profile and it helps assure conformity with the risk
management strategy.

Any move to the cloud
requires a security
framework to establish
and maintain the
standards, policies and
controls that help protect
the organization from
cyberthreats and simplify
regulatory compliance.
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• Controls. The safeguards and countermeasures that
enforce the policy framework and risk appetite. Controls help
the organization avoid, offset or minimize loss from threats.
The control environment provides discipline and structure
to the organization.
• Monitoring, measurement and management information.
Business processes and metrics aimed at tracking threats
and incidents and assessing the performance of controls and
risk management.
• External communications and stakeholder management.
Reporting, meetings, communications and other management
functions to satisfy requirements and requests from
regulators, customers, employees and other stakeholders.
All of the elements in the framework build on and support
one another (as illustrated in Figure 2). The organization’s
risk management strategy helps establish its governance,
which helps establish its controls. The policies and rules that
comprise those controls are maintained and enforced via
the management and business processes at the bottom of
the pyramid. These frontline activities are the most visible to
stakeholders. They happen every day and they reinforce the
organization’s strategy in a kind of feedback loop.

Strategy

Governance

Controls

Monitoring,
measurement and
management
information

External
communications
and stakeholder
management

Figure 2. An effective security framework helps organizations
overcome the inhibitors for cloud adoption, and it establishes
and maintains the standards, policies and controls that help
protect the organization from cyberthreats.
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The singular importance of a controls database
Even with an effective framework, the pace of regulatory
change in the financial sector makes continuous compliance
difficult. The controls database helps address that problem
using advanced automation and cognitive computing. It allows
financial services firms to protect their cloud operation and stay
in compliance in the face of constant change.
For financial services, it’s the differentiator that makes hybrid
cloud possible because it transforms the way regulatory
compliance is met and maintained. The controls database
enables financial services firms to proactively assess and
manage their regulatory obligations and acquire insights into
the exposures that could affect them.

How does it work?

Think of the controls database as a dynamic management
repository for the controls needed to securely manage cloud.
Organizations can use any standard security framework
(including NIST, ISO27000, COBIT, ITIL and Cloud Security
Alliance). All of framework’s strategy, governance and control
data are automatically fed into the database, along with the
regulatory obligations relevant to the organization (see Figure 3).

Instead of firm lawyers having to read through and interpret
stacks of regulations and tediously assign controls, regulatory
obligations are dynamically mapped and configured to controls.
The controls database provides the instrumentation that allows
all categories of controls—policies, processes, technologies
and responsibilities—to be mapped and configured for the
appropriate jurisdictions, business lines and risk appetite in
accordance with the organization’s strategies.
The controls database is built and continuously updated using
predictive analytics and cognitive computing. Cognitive natural
language processing simplifies the identification of potential
regulatory obligations and controls. Machine learning enables
the controls database to intelligently assimilate new regulations,
modify existing controls or build new controls, based on past
experience. That means the controls database stays current
and the organization stays in compliance.

The controls database
uses advanced
automaton and cognitive
computing to enable
continuous compliance
in the face of constant
regulatory change.

For financial firms, the time and costs of compliance
management can be dramatically reduced, and visibility is
increased across the compliance landscape. Firms can quickly
assess the state of their controls and compliance, which can
help simplify audits.
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The controls database
is the differentiator that
makes hybrid cloud
possible for financial
services because it
transforms the way
regulatory compliance is
met and maintained.

Regulatory
obligations
database
Choice of
standards
frameworks

Controls database

• Designed by mapping relevant regulatory obligations to controls
(objectives, descriptions and documentation)
• Contains all categories of controls: policies, processes,
technology and people (including roles and behaviors)
• Configurable by selecting from the full range of regulatory
obligations and controls to match the organization’s specific
jurisdictions, business lines and risk appetite

Figure 3. The controls database and associated metrics will provide organizations and regulators with visibility into the state of the
controls and the degree of regulatory compliance.
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Why IBM?
IBM has long supported financial services with innovative
security solutions tailored to the needs of the day. Hybrid cloud
has ratcheted those needs way up and made compliance a
central focus for the industry. We understand these evolving
challenges and we are answering with solutions that not
only help financial firms meet their security and regulatory
obligations with greater ease, but also help firms elevate
security and compliance to become competitive differentiators
for their business.
IBM security frameworks for public cloud simplify the delivery
of standard policies and procedures for public cloud providers.
Controls developed for cloud help organizations understand,
assess and manage their security and privacy policies.
Our configurable controls database ingests regulatory and
compliance rules put in place by the regulators to help the

financial firms simplify their regulatory compliance. IBM®
Watson® Financial Services will use the cognitive and analytic
power of Watson to break new ground in governance and
compliance. The services are expected to further speed the
assimilation of new regulations for financial firms and help them
close gaps in security and compliance systems and practices.
All of these services are designed to mesh seamlessly with
the IBM Security portfolio, which provides an integrated
suite of advanced enterprise security products, services
and intelligence to help organizations holistically protect their
infrastructures, data and applications. Today IBM operates
one of the world’s broadest security research, development
and delivery organizations, monitors billions of security events
per day in more than 130 countries and holds more than 3,500
security patents.

IBM Watson Financial
Services will use the
cognitive and analytic
power of Watson to
break new ground
in governance and
compliance.
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For more information

IBM Adaptive Security for Hybrid Cloud
As new cyberthreats continue to materialize and mutate
to evade defenses, security needs to mutate to counter
those threats. IBM Adaptive Security is designed
to do this, breaking the attack chain by evolving to
meet changing security demands as they happen
with continuous, pervasive monitoring, detection and
protection. It extends IBM’s global managed security
services, integrating hybrid cloud security across cloud
platforms and leading security technology vendors.
IBM’s solution increases organizations’ security
operations capabilities and provides a centralized
security monitoring and management solution across
Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure and IBM Bluemix®
public clouds, as well as private clouds and traditional
on-premises infrastructures. It provides single-paneof-glass visibility and protection, overseeing cloud and
non-cloud workloads at cloud speed with real-time
monitoring, detection and remediation.

IBM Adaptive Security for Hybrid Cloud can help the
financial sector address compliance issues by:
• Automating security policy provisioning, applying base
policies in minutes
• Applying policies and controls consistently across
multivendor clouds and on-premises infrastructure
• Increasing transparency with continuous tracking of
user activity for threats and potential impacts
• Simplifying regulatory reporting and audits via
centralized, single-portal access to data
• Leveraging a controls database, powered by IBM
Watson analytics and cognitive computing to monitor
regulations and security and control frameworks

To learn more about IBM security and
compliance offerings, please contact
your IBM representative or IBM
Business Partner, or visit:
ibm.com/security
Follow @IBMSecurity on Twitter or visit
the IBM Security Intelligence blog
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